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Corpus

•  The main part of a bodily
structure or organ.

• A large collection of
writings of a specific kind or
on a specific subject.

• A collection of writings or
recorded remarks used for
linguistic analysis.
– (http://www.thefreedictionary.

com)



What is a corpus?

• Text
• Size
• Format
• Representation
• Use
• Language
• Medium
• Annotation
• Technology



Corpus or web?

• We will discuss this later.



Corpus history: text studies

• Verbal concordances of
the Bible are the
invention of the
Dominican friars. The
text which served as
basis of their work was
naturally that of the
Vulgate, the Bible of the
Middle Ages.



Corpus history: text studies
• The first concordance, completed in

1230, was undertaken under the
guidance of Hugo de Sancto Charo,
afterwards a cardinal, assisted, it is said,
by 500 fellow-Dominicans. It contained no
quotations, and was purely an index to
passages where a word was found.

• The first concordance to be printed
appeared in 1470

(CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA: Concordances of the Bible)



Bible concordance:
http://bibletab.com/



Bible result



Corpus history:
Shakespeare Concordance

• Samuel Ayscough (1745-1804), Librarian and
Index-maker, known as 'The Prince of
Indexers'.

• Ayscough is also remembered as the writer of
the first concordance to Shakespeare.
Entitled An Index to the Remarkable
Passages and Words Made Use of by
Shakespeare; Calculated to Point out the
Different Meanings to Which the Words are
Applied, it was published by John Stockdale
in 1790. (Wikipedia)



Corpus history: Shakespeare
Concordance

• In the year after her marriage, Mary Cowden Clarke began her
valuable Shakespeare concordance, which was eventually
issued in eighteen monthly parts (1844-1845), and in volume
form in 1845 as The Complete Concordance to Shakespeare,
being a Verbal Index to all the Passages in the Dramatic Works
of the Poet.

• This work superseded the Copious Index to ... Shakespeare
(1790) of Samuel Ayscough, and the Complete Verbal Index ...
(1805-1807) of Francis Twiss. (Wikipedia)



Shakespeare Concordance:
http://demo.openshakespeare.org/concordance/



Shakespeare result



Corpus history: lexicography

• Published on 15 April 1755 and written by
Samuel Johnson, A Dictionary of the
English Language
– An archive of 150 000 illustrative citations on slips

of paper for the 40 000 head words.
• Oxford English Dictionary

– 71 years of building a corpus of the literary canon
of English from 1000 AD to 1928 (the 12th and
final volume)

– The 2nd edition of 1984: 447 000 word forms, 2.4
mill. quotations



Corpus history: Dialect

• Lexical variation
• The English Dialect Dictionary (1898-

1905)
• The Existing Phonology of English

Dialects (1889)



Corpus history: Language
Education

• Thorndike (1921) compiled a corpus of
4.5 mill. words from 41 different sources

• To make frequency lists
• To teach native Americans English



Corpus history: Grammar
• The very famous Danish linguist Otto Jespersen

(1860-1943)
– Used informal corpora for his linguistic descriptions

• Survey of English Usage (Randolph Quirk, 1959-) a
pre-electronic systematic corpus to be used as a
basis for grammar description (A Comprehensive
Grammar of the English Language, Quirk et al 1985)



Types of corpus use: Literature

• Accusations of plagiarism: the
Russian Nobel laureate  Mikhail
Aleksandrovich Sholokhov in
1974 was accused of having
stolen large chunks of texts for
his book And Quiet Flows the Don
from the late author  Fjodor
Krjukov.



Types of corpus use: Literature
• An inter-Nordic research team was

formed in 1975, captained by the
late Geir Kjetsaa, a professor of
Russian at the University of Oslo,
for disentangling the Don mystery.

•  Quantitative data were gathered
and organised

• relating to word lengths
• frequencies of certain words and

phrases
• sentence lengths
• Grammatical characteristics, etc.
• These data were extracted from three

corpora
» (Nils Lid Hjort)



Tamil concordance:
Index of Kamparamayanam

(Govindankutty 1973)
• 12500 stanzas
• Each stanza: 4 lines
• The complete index: 3500 typed pages

• Method: small cards, annotation for meaning
and grammatical category

• Six years hard work for G. And his ”long-
suffering” colleagues (Kennedy 1998)



The Brown Corpus
(Brown University Standard Corpus of Present-day

American English)

• The first computer corpus compiled for
linguistic research

• Synchronic American language printed in
1961

• Taken from a large number of text categories
(informative and imaginative prose),
reasonably ”representative”

• 1 mill words
• LOB Corpus

– (London-Oslo-Bergen Corpus)
– British counterpart of the Brown Corpus



Brown Corpus
• ･A. PRESS: REPORTAGE (44 texts)
• ･B. PRESS: EDITORIAL (27 texts)
• ･C. PRESS: REVIEWS (17 texts)
• ･D. RELIGION (17 texts)
• ･E. SKILL AND HOBBIES (36 texts)
• ･F. POPULAR LORE (48 texts)
• ･G. BELLES-LETTRES (75 texts)
• ･H. MISCELLANEOUS: GOVERNMENT &

HOUSE ORGANS (30 texts)
• ･J. LEARNED (80 texts)
• ･K: FICTION: GENERAL (29 texts)
• ･L: FICTION: MYSTERY (24 texts)
• ･M: FICTION: SCIENCE (6 texts)
• ･N: FICTION: ADVENTURE (29 texts)
• ･P.FICTION: ROMANCE (29 texts)
• ･R. HUMOR (9 texts)



Modern Corpus History
• The Brown Corpus has also spawned a number of

similarly structured corpora: the LOB Corpus
(1960s British English), Kolhapur (Indian English),
Wellington (New Zealand English), Australian
Corpus of English (Australian English), and the
FLOB Corpus (1990s British English). Other
corpora: include the International Corpus of
English, and the British National Corpus, a 100
million word collection of a range of spoken and
written texts, created in the 1990s by a consortium
of publishers, universities (Oxford and Lancaster)
and the British Library. For contemporary American
English, work has stalled on the American National
Corpus, but the 360 million word BYU Corpus of
American English (1990-present) is now available.



Corpora in Norway

• University of Oslo
(The Text
Laboratory and
Lexicography)

• University of Bergen
(Aksis)

• University of Tromsø
(Sami)

• NTNU



Corpora developed at the Text
Laboratory (UiO)

• Oslo-korpuset av
taggede norske tekster,
bokmål

• Oslo-korpuset av
taggede norske tekster,
nynorsk

• The French Newspaper
Corpus

• KAL
• Usenet-korpuset
• Leksikografisk

bokmålskorpus LBK
• (+ "Distribution and meaning of nominal

forms in Norwegian - A cross-linguistic
perspective". NTNU)

• Norske talespråkskorpus
• Nordic Dialect Corpus
• NoTa-Oslo
• Big Brother-korpuset
• Bosnisk-korpuset
• Sidaama-korpuset
• Oslo Multilingual Corpus
• OPUS
• LOGONs norsk-engelske

turistkorpus
• The Sofie Treebank



Some corpora linked from the Text Laboratory
• Aftenposten,
• Atekst
• Bibelen (Bibelselskapet)Bibelen

(Menighetsfakultetet)
• British National Corpus - Homepage

British National Corpus - The Zurich
BNC web

• Query SystemBySoc: Dansk Talesprog
• BYU Corpus of American English
• Cola-prosjektet
• Corpus Gesproken Nederlands
• The English-Norwegian Parallel Corpus

(ENPC)
• Færoyskt TekstaSavn (FTS)

Gothenburg Spoken Language Corpus
• Norsk aviskorpus  (UiB: Aksis)
• (+ "Distribution and meaning of

nominal formsin Norwegian - A
cross-linguistic perspective".
NTNU)

• Nynorskkorpuset til Norsk
ordbok 2014  (UiO)

• Korpus 2000 - "dansk sprog
omkring årtusindskiftet”

• Norske tekster  (UiB: Aksis )
• Språkbankens korpus av

svenske tekster  (Göteborg
Universitet, Språkbanken)

• Talesøk - Søkbare norske
talemålsinnspillinger  (UiB:
Aksis)

• UNO - Språkkontakt og
ungdomsspråk i Norden

• VISL-korpuset av danske
tekster (VISL - Visual
Interactive Syntax Learning)



Types of electronic corpora
• General corpora

– Balanced
• Specialised corpora

– Training +Test
– Dialect + Regional
– Parallel

• Types of text
– Sample or Full
– Dynamic (Monitor) or Static

• Time
– Synchronic or diachronic

• Medium of corpus
– Written or Spoken



Annotation of corpus

• POS tagging
• Parsing
• Alignment
• Semantic (sense) tagging
• Source data:

– Author
– Work
– Date
– Place








